WELCOME TO ORLANDO, THE CITY BEAUTIFUL

Home to a wide variety of superior dining locations with celebrity chefs, entertaining family eateries and one-of-a-kind hidden gems. Our Concierge team would be happy to assist you with reservations and any transportation arrangements you may require. Please dial extension 41800 or visit our lobby concierge for assistance.

BONNET CREEK RESORT DINING

Bull & Bear® – AAA Four Diamond Recipient

Experience the award-winning Bull & Bear restaurant, serving a culinary journey of epic proportions. The restaurant, named Best Fine Dining by Orlando Home & Leisure, offers a menu of trend-setting fare. The only Florida restaurant to exclusively serve Certified Angus Beef® Prime Grade cuts. Bull & Bear exudes a club-like warmth, compliments of its handsome furnishings and impeccable service.

La Luce® by Donna Scala

Hilton Orlando Bonnet Creek’s signature restaurant created by famed Napa Valley chef and restaurateur Donna Scala. This modern Italian country kitchen serves dinner nightly and features thin crust pizzas, family-style pastas, Mediterranean-inspired drinks and a Trattoria-style wine program. No matter why you are here, you will find that our large menu of Italian favorites will warm your belly and your soul.
West Sand Lake Road (Restaurant Row)

Big Fin Seafood Kitchen - Casual eatery featuring a full range of seafood selections.
Bosphorous - Featuring Lebanese appetizers and Turkish entrees in a sidewalk café atmosphere.
Cedar's - Classic Lebanese entrees and vegetarian selections.
Christin’s Restaurant Italiano - Locally owned and operated with an elegant atmosphere.
Chatham’s Place - Locally owned and operated featuring divine continental cuisine with superb service.
Dragonfly - Robatayaki (open fire grill) featuring sushi, sashimi, and a full sake bar.
Eddie V’s - Prime seafood and steak served in an upscale lively atmosphere.
Fleming’s Prime Steakhouse & Wine Bar - Superior restaurant with great décor and service.
Greek Flame - Home of authentic, homemade Greek cuisine.
Moonfish - A selection of fish fusion cuisine, aged steaks and sushi dishes.
Morton’s of Chicago - Fantastic steaks and seafood in a traditional atmosphere.
Ocean Prime - Both steak and seafood served with live music and superior setting.
Roy’s - Asian & Polynesian cuisine prepared with European techniques and fused with Hawaiian hospitality.
Ruth’s Chris - Fine steaks in an unpretentious, club-like atmosphere.
Saffron - Home style Indian cuisine in a serene setting.
Seasons 52 - Casually sophisticated fresh grill and wine bar.
Stefano’s Grill - Italian eatery where locals dine for flavorful food.
Vines Grille & Wine Bar - Independent and locally owned boutique steakhouse.

Celebration, Florida

Café D’Antonio - Elegant family atmosphere serving some of the best Italian food in Florida.
Columbia Restaurant - Cuban and Spanish themed cuisine.
Seito Sushi - Japanese steakhouse and fresh sushi.
Thai Thani - Authentic Thai in a colorful and festive atmosphere.

International Drive

Capital Grille - Fine dining steak and seafood.
Oceanaire - Fresh fish and shellfish in a vintage ocean liner. Great signature cocktails.
Taverna Opa - Festive Greek cuisine with nightly entertainment.
Texas De Brazil - Brazilian steakhouse. A sumptuous dining experience.
Tommy Bahama - Relaxed island atmosphere welcomes traditional Caribbean fare.
Vito’s Chop House - Aged steaks, fresh fish and Italian specialties.

Downtown Orlando

Boheme Restaurant - AAA Four Diamond recipient. Eclectic nouvelle menu in an elegant setting.
Kres - Progressive American chophouse with a Mediterranean influence, and modern urban décor.
Le Coq Au Vin - Classic French dishes with a Florida twist.
Shari Sushi - Modern Japanese Cuisine, sophisticated and stylish atmosphere.

Winter Park

Chez Vincent — A local favorite restaurant for traditional fine French cuisine.
Christner’s Prime Steak & Lobster - One of Orlando’s oldest steakhouses, a fine dining experience with meticulous service.
Circa 1926 - Sophisticated restaurant with both open air and intimate environs.
Cocina 214 - Contemporary interpretations of traditional Mexican and Tex-Mex favorites.
Hillstone - Fresh ingredients in a menu of diverse American classics.
Luma On Park - Progressive American Cuisine updated daily with an extensive wine list.
Ravenous Pig - An American Gastropub - Variety of seasonal new American cuisine with its own microbrewery.

Disney Resort Area*

Artist’s Point - Pacific Northwest inspired cuisine with a focus on seafood, sirloins and game.
California Grill - Gourmet dinners and sweeping views of the Magic Kingdom fireworks.
Citrico’s - American cuisine prepared with Mediterranean flavors.
Deep Blu - Ultra fresh seafood, hand crafted sushi and more with a focus on local and sustainable ingredients.
Flying Fish Café - Fine dining seafood. Gourmet menu sure to please.
Jiko - AAA Four Diamond recipient. Fuses traditional African, Indian and Mediterranean inspired cuisine.
Il Mulino - Traditional Italian cooking in a lively New York inspired Trattoria.
Narcoossee’s - Fresh seafood in a Victorian setting, with a view of the Seven Seas Lagoon.
Todd English’s Bluezoo - AAA Four Diamond recipient. Seafood in an elegant contemporary setting.
Victoria & Albert’s - AAA Five Diamond recipient. Fine cuisine prix fixe with wine pairings.

* All Disney Dining Reservations can be made by calling 407 – WDW-DINE (939-3463)

Universal Resort Area

Emerils - High energy, bold exciting flavors and impeccable service with New Southern cuisine.
The Palm - Steak, seafood and heritage Italian entrees.